ROCK SHOP TIMES
“THE MUSIC INDUSTRY NEWSPAPER”
The Rock Shop Times Newspaper is an advertising tool for all Musicians and Music Industry
Companies. Everything Rock Shop does, has always been about promoting the local bands from
all over the world. What we have created here is a simple way to connect with other musicians
and the Industry Professionals, Studios, Labels, Venues, Promoters, etc. giving them the
information they need right at their fingertips.
For all you Music Industry Professionals from Rehearsal Rooms, Recording Studios, Venues,
Promotors to Equipment Companies and everything and anything in between – “Rock Shop
Times clientele is your direct consumers” which makes the “Rock Shop Times” the platform for
your product or service to get the most exposure to your targeted audience at great rates.
What we are creating is the Bible of the Music Industry. We hear it all the time, everyone is
always asks "Do you know where to play?", "Who are the local bands?", "Where can I rehearse
at?", “What is the best equipment to use?” Rock Shop Times will have all those answers.
Our goal at Rock Shop Times is to bring all genres together who are looking for the same thing,
the next step up the music ladder. The best thing is that we offer low priced ads to a large
audience. We started out with 10,000 in circulation which includes over Fourteen US States and
several countries and continue to grow on a monthly basis with an extremely heavy presence in
Tennessee as Rock Shop Times is now located in Nashville, Tennessee.
Whoever thinks the scene is dead is not part of the Rock Shop family, so get with the "Times"
for the direct pipeline to the industry by advertisng here and lets "Make Music Great Again"
For more information and rates please contact: sales@rockshoptimes.com and we will get you in
contact with your local Account Manager right away!

Rock Shop Enterprises, Nashville, TN ~ (615)964-7273 ~ gina@rockshopenterprises.com
www.rockshoptimes.com
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